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Too cold for mosquitoes 
 
With the transparent river rushing away 
a convention of mosquitoes—a cloud 
magnetized to us—swarms on clothes, 
arms, faces in blinding devastating attack. 
Because their kind has survived four hundred inches 
of snow, minus twenty cold for weeks, 
and seven months of winter, they seek the blood 
within, the deep.  With hands over eyes 
we leave the fire pit dead, though we drove days 
to meditate on curling smoke in mountain valleys. 
Ignoring the sunset we nod in boredom in the tent  
as a hundred suicide attackers whine in our ears,  
until finally we slide into oblivion. 
Then in frosty July morning in another universe 
we step into clarity where the cold has pushed 
mosquitoes into hiding, and see first in the distance 
bare rock above the tree line and snow frozen clean. 
Then lower, the Snake River winding  
towards Yellowstone. 
Directly before us gold finches  
buzz over sneezeweed 
standing tall.  Across the water 
in shadowed willows 
a moose raises her head to gaze our way, 
and in the unfenced green field four bronzed elk 
graze in postcard peace.  Breathing sage 
and wildflowers yellow and white,  
we lace our boots, 



recounting last night’s wicked mosquito violence. 
Because we can’t believe our freedom, 
with stupid smiles, almost giggling, we don’t 
try to explain how open the landscape feels, 
newly swept free of hordes. 
        
The Discarded    
 
The product itself contains on average only five 
percent of the raw materials involved in the process 
of making and delivering it. -- W. McDonough and 
M. Raingart, Cradle to Cradle.             
 
Still, forever from afar the faceless voices come  
touting one more niche of need—bamboo, scotch, 
sweet cologne, and shoes, and electronics  
packaged in plastic, 
though in closets too many once-proud shirts hang 
above cassettes and CDs crammed together, 
stupidly waiting for new friends.  When cords grow 
like giant tails, how quickly trends lose power. 
 
Still, in this neighborhood sheer bulk  
clogs the void— 
though to date no bar code reveals  
the pain of disposal, 
and no landfill movie captures the cartoonish green 
and sick brown evolving decay—how cat hair, 
lasagna, apples morph with junk mail in fuzzed 
chemical intimacy, struggling to become  
the moist new. 
Forever layered catalogues of smell linger— 
 



a new world alive beneath the surface: 
11% cow and kitty litter and one  
dehydrated hamster,  
segments of road-kill possum; 7% wheat,  
and grass clippings, 
and rat poison, and pesticides; 8% vegetables,  
and paint, 
and soiled diapers, and lonely separated socks; 
40% cardboard, plastic, and hair in oiled ooze. 
Forever a history grown sick, colored red 
 
and yellow, aching to be unearthed new one day. 
Until then, the mass remains as ominous evidence, 
a festering way of life, adding up  
with a greasy sheen. 
All there is, or recently was, married, 
congealed into mutating collage, undefined 
like karma, ready to exercise power, 
make us pay. 
       
Tracing lessons to the source 
 
A shimmering U-Haul refuses to empty 
in thick heat unsympathetic to moving books, 
worthless ancient furniture, a mattress 
ready for the next floor.  No help emerges 
and a beer and cigarettes are inhaled for food, 
until some line is trespassed, and what is 
done is done. 
Still afternoon stalls, depleted, until I drive past 
stark bars and the University and parking lots 
to orange Hardees concrete.  Nothing reveals 
the silent comeuppance arriving without a cue. 



 
So unlike a movie, dark urgency floods 
as awareness unplugs, revolving backwards, 
the truck drifting out of gear toward a plate glass 
window, me gone blank, no longer the joking 
ex-teacher, as the beautiful illicit 17 year old 
ex-student screams for help because no instruction 
and no class could preview this unfolding 
heat stroke black-out, or prepare for coming alive 
prone in the grass before fire engines,  
an ambulance, 
paramedics in green, an absurd crowd holding 
soft drinks, staring like curious cows at a fence.  
 
Already becoming cold-eyed story, we all saw 
drained nightmare imprinting weakness 
threatening to never leave.  Twenty years later   
currents ebb and flow at the beach liquid clean 
blue green married to searing white Carolina sun, 
as blotched skin on the naked shocked surface 
scrawls a sensitive reminder, welts on a skinny 
chest for all to see, tattooed crimson patterns 
revealing ancient damage—not tan or burn, 
but hives coaxed by water, heat, touch— 
an insistent body in forced wisdom condemning 
hedonism, saying yes you fool, again seek shelter. 
 
Thus history gets real, translated by fish-like 
gasping lips tasting salty seaweed rot, 
whispering in urgency a mute mantra to heat, 
wind, too bright glare:  I want to live. 
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